
 

 

 

 

November 14th, 2017 

Dear Friends: 
 

A question for you: why are you a part of the BST community? Please check all that apply. (Don’t worry, 

there’s no wrong answers and no need to mail this back. It’s just an exercise to get us all thinking.) 
 

□ I love hanging out at Bagel Bar on Sundays. 

□ I want my children to receive a Jewish education. 

□ My family enjoys attending the community dinners; not only do we get to enjoy a family service with our 

kids, but nobody has to cook or clean up the kitchen at our house.  

□ My week wouldn’t be complete without my regular dose of Torah study and discussing and arguing the 

week’s Parsha with old friends. 

□ My spiritual experience is enhanced by our Cantor’s beautiful singing. 

□ I’m not a member currently, but I’m glad the temple is there in case I ever have need of my local Jewish 

community. 

□ I’m all about Jewish continuity: locally, nationally, and globally. A thriving BST means continuity for my 

community and is a vote for American Jewish life overall. 

 

Whatever your reason(s) for being a part of the greater BST family may be, let us take a moment to say 

THANK YOU for being here. Every person counts in a small community such as ours. Beth Sholom Temple 

has been in continuous existence for over 80 years, a fact of which we can be proud. If history has taught us 

anything, it is this: no Jewish community should ever take itself for granted. This is particularly true for the time 

we live in. Recent events have made it clear that an organized Jewish presence has never been more important 

to the greater good of the Jewish people since the end of WW II. 

 

OK, you knew it was coming, the part about money. When it comes to supporting the synagogue, every single 

one of us counts. Whatever you can do this season will strengthen the vitality of our shul and help to ensure that 

we continue to be here for the Jews of Fredericksburg. The more of us that give above and beyond our dues this 

season, the greater our ability will be to continue to provide the array of services that we have all come to 

appreciate.  

 

Finally, on a personal note: I simply love our shul. I love the time we get to spend there as a family and be part 

of the larger family that is BST. I hope that you will join me in supporting our wonderful congregation. 
 

Warmly, 
 

Erica Levin 
 

Erica Levin 
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